**CONSENT FOR USE POLICY:** During some offerings, UVM may seek to photograph, record, or video (images and recordings) aspects of the program. These can be for marketing materials, and all other media including print, advertisements, web pages, and in social media sites (including Facebook, YouTube, Twitter). UVM may use crowd or group scenes where no single person is the dominant feature without my consent. Photos and recordings taken by UVM become property of UVM and may be used for educational, commercial and/or marketing purposes.

It is your choice to give this permission to UVM. Please choose one of these options:

I agree UVM may capture images and recordings in which I am visibly recognizable or identified during this offering. I agree to waive all rights that I may have to any claims for payment or royalties in connection with any presentation of this recorded participation and/or appearance, regardless of whether such use is under philanthropic, commercial, educational, institutional, or private sponsorship.

I do not agree to allow UVM to capture images or recordings in which I am visibly recognizable or identified during this offering. I understand that I should help by:

- keeping my web-camera off,
- not using my full name as part of the online chat or when posing a live question, or,
- ask where to sit or stand to avoid the camera.